
Hey ma! I’m in love.

I lie awake in my bed one night and I feel like I’m in love. I’m just laying there watching an episode 
of Community, perving on Joel McHale ripping off his shirt and yelling “BOW BEFORE 
THORAXIS” and then casually I roll to my left and stare at the blank wall. Watching shit on your 
laptop can be a very comfortable solo or couple 
activity. Sometimes, I forget I’m alone because who 
actually unconsciously actualizes it anyway? I smile 
to myself and curl into my pillow and smell it, love 
smells good, no? 

There’s this quote, from Gone Girl, “there’s 
something disturbing about recalling a warm 
memory and feeling utterly cold”. And sometimes I 
feel like that, but there’s also something weird about 
this particular break up I’ve been going through - 
And yes even after 6 months, I’m still going through it. That’s never happened to me before. I 
usually just get right back up on another horse and off I go. A broken up version of myself gluing 
parts together with Woohoo! glue. Then it becomes more about my sanity and alcohol poisoning 
than it is about my heartbreak.

So... I am in love. But with what? It’s funny, I often wake up with that clenching, fuzzy feeling in 
my chest. That sickly sweet feeling that signifies you’ve got someone, you’re in love, but then I 
become slightly more lucid and I can’t figure out who or what I’m in love with. But there it is, the 
clenching. It’s not in my butt, I promise. I’m talking chest, people.

Sometimes, I wonder if I’m still in love with my past significant man thing. I don’t like using the 
word; ex. There’s just something so pedestrian about it. But well, it’s not quite possible is it? To be 
in love with someone who doesn’t... well, really exist anymore. 

There’s this thing Mark Manson wrote about his past significant female thing, “We miss a lost wax 
casting of her; we don’t miss her as much as we miss her effect on us. We miss being with 
someone who is attractive, smart, funny, and likes us. But guess what? That’s not her anymore.”

And yeah, that’s not him anymore, it’s just this waxed figurine of solidified flesh and limp hair 
incarcerated in my memory. So I’ve been left to wonder, what this feeling is that’s stuck in my 
chest? It’s too fuzzy to be heart break. It stinks of love. I actually know what it’s like to... one day, 
wake up and realise you’ve unintentionally flicked the invisible love switch and come to the 
spanking realisation you don’t love who you once loved anymore. But this has not happened to 
me. It just hasn’t. And to all those people who say, “to truly get over someone, you need to get 
under someone else”, you can go fuck yourselves. Because really, that’s just not true. Ultimately, 
aren’t you just then loving someone who can give you intimacy that you crave, and it doesn’t 
really matter who that person is, as long as there’s some sort of feigned connection?

So am I in love with a memory, a ghost of my ex? I considered this. 
But logic says otherwise because I don’t picture his face anymore. 
Not without it looking like a weird silver surfer wax figure anyway. 
It’s like he’s become a cyber 3D Frank Bacon painting or 
something. Am I then in love with a demon?

I don’t know. Plausible as me being in love with Joel McHale, I 
picture his face sometimes too. Especially since Community is on. 
Maybe I’m in love with being super lazy and binge watching TV 
shows then.

Then sometimes, I think, maybe I’ve fallen in love with me. I found 
myself singing Hoobastank’s The Reason to myself in the car the 
other day when it came on the radio. I once told a friend that song 
is for people who have low self worth. Like, if you’ve 



“fooooouuuund a reeeeeaaaaason to be” and it’s like some dude, get some help. But singing it to 
myself (like literally, I was singing it to me) the other day, I got kinda emotional... to... Hoobastank 
D: - “Cos the reaaasooonnn is... ME”. Then I contemplated maybe I’m in love with myself, 
because that’s the only viable reason I’d get emotional to... Hoobastank. And at least that’s 
healthier than using a guy as The Reason to... whatever.

Then I contemplated maybe I’ve been such a monogamist that the only way I know how to feel is 
fuzzy? It’s like wired into my emotional wavelength? I shudder at the thought that that’s the only 
way I know how to be. Are we all just in love with an effect then?

Or maybe... I’m just really not over my him. And I’m still in love with my ex. And this whole 
elaborate phenomenon I’m describing is me trying to justify this feeling with other things. 

Sigh, that’s kinda gross. I’ll stick to being in love with Thoraxis then. Or air. Or nothing. 


